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Part3 Chapter2 
Number and Calculations, Number and Algebraic Expressions 
KOYAMA Masataka, Hiroshima University 
Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to summarize the changes of teaching and learning contents in the areas of 
"Nwnber and Calculations" and "Nwnber and Algebraic Expressions" in the Course of Studies for elementary and 
secondary school mathematics after 1945 in Japan. As a result, the foIlowings are found out as three main 
characteristics. (a) There is a remarkable difference between the period of "Life-Unite Learning" (1945 - 1957) and the 
period of "Systematic Learning" (1958 - 1967) regarding to the teaching and learning contents and their sequences in 
these areas shown in the Course of Studies. (b) The contents and sequences shonTI in the Course of Study (1958) has 
been the prototype of those shoml in the following Course of Studies (1968, 1977, and 1989). In the new one (1998), 
however, we notice that calculations are rather lightened; decimal nwnbers and fractions are introduced one year later 
tharl the before (1989); the using of algebraic expressiOns with alphabetic letters is shifted from elementary to lower 
secondary school mathematics. (c) The dealing with equations and inequalities in secondary schools is gradually 
lightened in recent years. 
1. Introduction 
The pmpose of this paper is to summarize the changes of 
teaching and learning contents in the areas of "Nwnber and 
Calculations" and "Nwnber and Algebraic Expressions" in 
elementary and secondary school mathematics ~er 1945 in 
Japan. In doing so, we refer to the Course of Studies that 
have been revised every about ten years by the Ministry of 
Education. 
2. Changes in "Number and Calculations" 
The tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 show the swnmary of changes of 
the teaching and learning contents regarding to the nwnber 
and calculations shown in the Course of Studies (1947,1951, 
1958, 1968, 1977, 1989, and 1998). 
In the tentative Course of Study (1947), the four 
operations with fractions were dealt with in the sixth grade. 
In the tentative one (1951), the timing of dealing with 
teaching and learning contents in this area was generally 
one- or two-year later than the before. For example, 
multiplication facts was in third grade; division by two-digit 
nwnbers was in fifth grade; multiplication and division with 
fractions were in the first grade at lower secondary level; 
and four operations with positive and negative nwnbers 
were in the second at lower secondary level (Table 1). 
In the period of "Systematic Learning" (1958 - 1967), the 
timing was modified to be one-year earlier than the before. 
For example, the simple addition and subtraction nith 
two-digit and one-digit numbers were in the fIrst grade; 
multiplication facts were in second grade; division by 
two-digit numbers was in fourth grade; multiplication and 
division ,vith fractions were in the sixth grade; and four 
operations ,vith positive and negative nwnbers were in the 
first grade at lower secondary school level (Table 2). The 
contents and sequences shown in the Course of Study 
(1958) has been the prototype of those shown in the 
foIlmving Course of Studies (1968, 1977, and 1989). 
In the period of "Modernization" (1968 - 1976), at 
elementary school level no remarkable changes were made 
except completing the four operations with fractions in 
elementary school. On the otller hand, at lower secondary 
level, the idea and structure of nwnber sets was introduced 
as new teaching and learning content in the second grade 
(Table 2). 
In the period of "Back to Basics" (1977 - 1988), however, 
the idea and structure of number sets was eliminated (Table 
3). In this period, tile need for careful selection of tile 
teaching and learning contents in mathematics was 
emphasized But we cannot fmd out the remarkable changes 
in this area of number and calculations. It means tlmt the 
area seems to be basic and important in school mathematics. 
In the Course of Study (1989), there were no changes in 
this area at elementary level. At secondary level, some 
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Table 1. Changes of the Teaching and Learning Contents in "Number and Calculations" (pro1 1) 
1st 
Grade 
Number 
· Counting. reading, lind 
16~ting number,; up to 
P 2nd • Nun.ber,; up to 1000 
R Grode 
I 
M 
A 
R 
Y 
3rd • Unit fractions 
Orade 
4th 'Numbers les. than one 
Grade hundred million 
-Meanings of decimal 
numbers Bnd decimRI 
point 
5th . Mllltip'le relations of 
Grade natural numbers and 
fractions 
: ~~~r~~t~~~c~~!:t:rs 
6th - Fractions 
Grade 
L 1st 'Positive nllmbers &. a, Grade neg~tive numbers 
E 
R 
2nd • Square numbers &. 
S. Grade Square root numbers 
Tentative Cour,;e of Study (1947) 
Addition &. Subtraction 
• Meanings and mutual 
relations 
Multiplication &. Division 
• Addition &. Subtraction : • Multiplication faels 
with 2.digit numbers :. Understanding of meanings 
Rum up to J 00) : of equal divisIOn and 
• Ad~ft~o~s~ms~i~t~a~fion ,~ inclusive division 
with bridging 
· Addition &. Subtraction : - Written calculation 
with compound : -Multiplication wilh )·digit 
numbers : numbers 
, • Division with 3-digit 
1 numbers 
~ -~i~~tig!~i~i~nn~m~~~sion 
: -Multir.lication &. Division 
~ with abacus 
Four computations with fractions 
Four computations with positive Bnd negative numbers 
Understanding and applying the rules of computations 
Using the table of square and square root numbers 
3rd 
Grade 
History of numbers Dnd computations, and its relation to our daily life 
UPPER S. 'Complex numbers Four computations with complex numbers 
Tentative Course of Study .(1951) 
Number 
:~r~~~;r: ~f ~r.~~ unit 
• half &: half of half 
'Numbers up to 5000 
· EXlension of Principle of 
• ~1~~I:~ctions (units) 
• Using decimal numbers 
'Numbers up to 50000 
· Decimal positional 
notation 
· Size of fractions &. 
decimal nunlbers 
-Relative size &. Round 
numbers 
-Numhers up to 
100000000 
: ~~~~P'r~~tf~;~i~~s 
decimals and fractions 
: ~fz~r~~itra~~;~~mbers 
'Ratio 
• Rate &. percentage 
-Numbers less than one 
trillion 
-Fraction &. decimals 
- Ratio, rate, percentage 
• Positive numbers &. 
negative numbers 
e Square numbers &. 
Square root numbers 
'Complex numbers 
Addition &. Subtraction : Muhiplication &. Division 
·~rXd~i~~~e.~deanlnss l ·~~~~fti~li~~~i:~c8~fJound 
Subtraction : division 
· Facts . : ., laving a rieh background 
· Written calculation : by using the idea! of 
· Addition &. Subtraction ::: nlulliple and fraction 
· ~~~u:i~i~~tro~~~(n 
addition &. subtraction 
'Addition &. Subtraction : -Meanings &. multiplication 
-t:J:~e~·~!T~~r8~f!;~:rs : eer~ttSual relations 
: -Connecting the meanings 
: of unit fractions to 
: multiplication & division 
-Addition &. Subtraction : - Written calculAtion 
with 4.digit numbers :. 2-diSit • 2-digit 
'With abacus . 'Divlsion by I-digit 
Mutual relations among four computations 
- Abacus : -Division by 3-digit 
Four computati~nosD~rt~nFra';N~n~ 
Four computRtions with whole numbers. 
decimal numbers, and fractions 
Four computations with positive lind negative numbers 
Computations with square numbers &:. 
Using the table of squore root numbers 
Four computations with complex numbers 
Table 2. Changes of the Teaching and Learning Contents in "Number and Calculations" (part 2) 
P 
R 
I 
M 
A 
II. y 
L 
0 
W 
E 
R 
S. 
1st 
Grllde 
2nd 
Grade 
3rd 
Orade 
4th 
Grade 
5th 
Grade 
6th 
Grllde 
1st 
Orade 
2nd 
Orade 
3rd 
Orllde 
urPER 
SECOND. 
Number 
- Counting, reRding. Rnd 
writing numbers up to 
100 
· CC'lnstnlclin& numbers 
-Me~~i~~s of pillce unit 
of 2-d ill It numbers 
- Seguence. size and 
order of numbers 
-~~:!,t~fs ~nd l:ii~i08 of 
• Under,;tan~inll of the 
ideR of place unit 
~~~i~ir!e~~? rate 
'~I~,~1:~~ ~~dt;;li~O~Oof 
- Principle of plilllce unit 
- Writing the numbers 
• sr,~g'e }::'~ii~~lsOtime. 
-Simple decimals 
o Decimal positional 
notatinn 
: ~!.~~~i~I~\i:,,~":,~ers 
decimals And fmctions 
with natural numbers 
o Meanings of unit 
frRctinns 
- Equl\lity lind size of 
fractions 
- Units of nlillion and 
trillion 
• Underst.nding of 
decln,"ls 
-Mutunl rehltion .. mong 
n .. lund numben. 
decimal nun1bers Rnd 
fractions 
- Percentage lind nle 
° Appmxhnatc numbers 
- Compllring sizes of 
numbeu 
- Properties or nRtum) 
numbers (mulliples and 
divisors) 
e Positive numbers &. 
negative numbers 
- Approxi,-,,"te values 
}fnor lind significtU1t 
'cure) 
·rosltlve number,; &. 
negative numben 
- SqtUlre rool 
(r.tion~1 lind 'nlltlonal 
numhers) 
Course of Study (1958) 
Addition &. Subtraction Multiplication & Division 
oS it\lotion!l: ,u1d sign~ of -Counting collectively and 
Addition &. Subtraction dividing equally 
'~:3i~i: ~ 1·ld.:t.~it (background experiences) 
• Addition &. Subtraction • Situations and sign of 
with 3-digit numbers mUltiplication 
- \VriHen ca1culations - Mulllplication facts 
-Under~tandin~ and 
using the bL'IC relalions 
of A~d. &. Subtraction 
• Addition &. Subtraction -Written calculation of 
with 4·diglt numbers multiplication 
o ~dd~s~1;~~'t;~~~:~~n of • 3·diglt " I·digit 
-U~ing the relations or 
-;'i~!~H~~:t~~':t sign of 
divi!lion 
I -Division by J·digit 
Mennlngs and relations of four 0p.eraUons 
• Addition IlL Subtraction • Multiplication by 3-dl,lt 
with declmlll nnmben eWritten calculahon of 
'Addition &. Subtroction division 
with same denominator 
: ~~M~ic~flo~-'1l!glvlslon fractions 
-With .bacus of decimal numbers by 
natural numbers 
• Addition &. Subtraction 
-~J~~tig!~i~i~nn~n~~~~sion with decimal nun1ben 
'Addition &. Subtrlctlon -Multiplication &. Division 
'With different of frActions by nRtural 
denominRtor fractions numbers 
-With abacus 
Meanings of four operationI' 
"~r.~i~~~tt~tlbtr,.ction i -~i~l~tir~~~~~ &. Division 
Mutual relations lind lows of four operations 
~ • With .lide rule 
Four cOinputations with positive and neg3tive numbers 
Usin.ll the tlbl. of .qulre root &. 
appllclltlon of the low. of c •• culetlon 
Number 
-Ten Thousands·unit 
. Writing the number,; 
of 10, 100, JlIOtimes 
-How to write decimals 
numbers and fractions 
-Units or million and 
trillion 
. Decimal positional 
notation 
-~proximl\.e nllmben 
.. de~T::,i~r~:~~e~riting of 
-How to write fractions 
~~~~~~;~5 d~~ominalor 
-Classification of natural 
numbers (odd and even 
number) 
-Multiples: and divi!'ors 
- ~e"c~~~\a~~~~e~~edeepIY 
. ~~~:i~:r. and .Ize of 
- Percentage end rate 
-Mutual relation among 
natura. numbers, decimal 
numben and fractions 
-Structure of number lets 
-Square root (rational and Irrational 
numbers) 
Course of Study (1968) 
Addition &. Subtraction 
o Situations of Addition 
&. Subtraetion 
-~":Idin~n!2. Subtraction 
with simple 2.digit 
numbers 
· ~~i.lWi~~elrs~b~~~~i~~ 
'Additlon &. Subtraction 
with decimal numbers 
and fraction'!!; 
-With abacus 
Multiplication & Division 
o Counting collectively nnd 
dividing equally (Understanding the basics) 
. U.in~ the properties of 
multlplicRtlon 
• Written cAlctllation of 
multipliCAtion 
: ~<!Jt~~~ )(C;I-cd~f~ttion of 
division 
'Divislon by I-digit 
• Addi~~~n~~bt~~cn~"n"erti;r,I~~s~~~r b"Ii_'::I~ns 
with decimal numbers . Multiplication & Division 
'Addltion &. Subtraction of decimAl numbers by 
with same denominRtor nflturfll numbers 
f .... ctlon. 
- With abacus 
-Addition &. Subtraction 
with different 
denominRtor fractions 
~ o!?~~bi~~ with decimal 
: -l\1Hltiplication &. Division 
: of fractions by notural I numbers 
Possibility of four computations 
rroperties of addition and multiplication 
, - With fractions 
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Table 3. Changes of the Teaching and Learning Contents in "Number and Calculations" (part 3) 
r------,----------------------------------------------r----------------------------------------------Cpurse of Sfudy (1977) Course of Study (1989) 
Number Addition &; Subtraction : Multiplication & Division Number Addition &. Subtraction : Multip1ication & Division 
J!;.de 'Rel're~enting the 'SituRtions or Addition : "Counting collectively Bnd 
~M~ n~~:$e~ylm~ nO:~I~e';[ .td~?t~::~°s"ubtraction ::.~:::. dividing equally · ~;S~d~:'~f t~~~g"su:~hr 
• Situations of Addition • Counting collectively and 
&. Subtraclion dividing equally 
· gi;:'-~~~~r. Rnd ~V~~b~~ple 2-digit 
• ~e~~~i~~e oo,;e n~~~~~~ 
numbers (tens-unit) 
-Si7.e. order, Ilnd sequence 
of numbers 
• Rebting one number to 
the other number 
"Representing 2-digit 
number 
.~~in~nrf~ SubtrAction 
with simple 2-digit 
numbers 
to the other number 
• Representing 2-digit 
numbers 
~ r2-n~d~-.-Th-o-lI-s.-nd-.--II-ni-t----T-.M-u-tu-.-I~--I.t-io-n-.o-f--~:-.-Si-tu-.t-io-n'-o-f-m-ul-tip-li-C.-ti-on~-.Th--o-u'-an-d-.--un-It------T-.M-u-ru-.-I-re-I.-tio-n-so-r--~:-·-Si-tu-.t~io-ns-o-r--------i 
Grade 'DecimAI pgsitio"") Addition &, Subtrllclion • -Using the properties of -Decimal ~silion.l Addition &. Subtraction ' multiplication 
notAtion. sizt. order of • Addition &. Subtraction : multiplicatIOn notation, size. order of • Addition & Subtraction :. Us ins the properties or 
~~~~:~: up to 4-diglt . W~ht~~d~~'~~I~':i~~~ ~: • Multiplication facH . ~~~t:~ up to 4-digit • W:~h~~d~~\~~i!~~~~s I.~. _ 'M~Wf"II\~~'r\~"n facts 
3rd 
Grade 
·Ten Thousends·uni. 
-Writing the numbers 
of 10. 100. I/IOtim •• 
- How 10 write decimal 
numbers and fractions 
4th • Units of million Bnd 
GrDde tri Ilion 
5th 
Grade 
"Decim,,( positional 
notntion 
: ~~~i~~~l~t~d n~':l~~~ 
or decimftl numbers 
· How to write fractions 
and its meanings 
• Classification of 
~~~u~~e~u~~~b~~odd 
• Multiple. and divisors 
-~:~b~~d~~np,:ecimal 
-Equnlity lind Size of 
ftactions 
• rercent.se (rat.) 
6th - Mutu,,' relntion among 
Grade nalurnl numbers, 
decimal numbers lind 
fraction~ 
- Using numbers to 
~~~r:~:r,~ ~~~~t~illty of 
151 - Pror:ertie5 of nAturRI 
L Grade nllmbers (primes~ 
~ _ ~~~li'tirv'~"U~~V~!~Sl 
E negative numbers 
• ~~~Ni~~elsr.~~~~~i~~ • Relative size of number ·X~idifi~~els~g~~~~i6~ 
• ~~~ffi~~e lrsebr~~~i~~ 
- Addition &. Subtn,ction 
with decimftl numbers 
and fTactions 
• With abacus 
: • Usin~ the properties of 
: multiplication 
t • Written calcula.tion 
~ : ~~~~iiln;s 2~1ial~lsion 
: • Written calculation of 
: division 
: - Division by I-digit 
_ Addi~~'l!n~~b~cn~°J'er1i.t>I~~S~~~r bope2-~I~ns 
with decimal nnmbers o Mulliplicanon and division 
"Addition &. Subtraction of decimal numbers by 
with sftme denominator nRtural numher 
(ractlons 
-Additinn &. SubtrAction :. Division ~ilh decimal 
with different , numbers 
denominator fractions :. Multirlicatinn &. division 
: of fractions by natural I numbers 
Possibility of four orentions 
: . M.ulliplic~tion & division 
1 w.th fractIOns 
four ornation~ with r('t~itive And negAtive numJ.,ers 
- Ten ThouSinds-unit 
·Writlng the numben 
• ~lla~lvcl ~Io.:c I~} ~t!~~er 
- How to write decimal 
numbers and met ions 
- Units of million and 
trillion 
• Decimal positional 
notation 
· ~.fli~X~'!':i~I~~s~bers 
• M ... nlngs and writing 
of decimal numbers 
• How to write fractions 
and its meaningJ 
- Classification of 
:~~u~e~u;;.~rerSodd 
• Multiples and divison 
• ~u~b':~d~~nfl'rdecimal 
- Equality and 51ze of 
fraction 
• Percenlage and .. t. 
-Positive numbers lie 
neg"'ive numb en 
-~~i~ifi~~eIsehr~~~i~~ 
• Addition &. Subtraction 
with decimal numbers 
and fTaclions 
- With abacus 
: - UsinS the propertieJ of 
: nmltlplicallon 
, -Written calculation 
~ :~~~~jiln;s2~1im~ision 
: - Written calculation of 
: division 
•• Division by J-digit 
• Addi~~'l!.n~~bt~cn~°rferti.e6i~~s~~~t" b12_~I~ns 
with decimal numbers -Using the pmpenies of 
"Addition &. Subtraction divisIOn 
with same denominator - Multiplication and 
fractions divi5ion or decimal 
- With ahacus numbers by natontol 
"E!ttimation of sum ,md numbers 
difference 
.~~~i~¥l}e~n~ubtraction ~ .~~~~~~ with decimal 
denominator fractions : - Estimation of product and i ,0"".' 
: • Multiplication &. division 
,_, ..... '0.' 
Four operations with positive and negotive numbers 
R - Approximate val\le~ 
S. r~~~~~d~e;-~~---------+--------------.---------------~-·-Re-p-~-s.-nt-.t-io-n-o-r----~------------~----------------; 
:~;:;~~?m~!n~:.1u~r~tem 
Jrd - SqUAre root 
Grade (rational Bnd irrfttionR' 
numbers) 
Cftlculation of bulc expressions including 
square root 
Calculation or basic expressions including 
square root 
[Course of Study for Uppe Secondo., (1989): Mathematics A. Mathematics B) 
"Real and Complex num. • -Calculations with reRI and complex numbers 
Table 4. Changes of the Teaching and Learning Contents in "Number and Calculations" (Part 4) 
r 
R 
I 
M 
A 
R y 
I~t 
Gmde 
2nd 
Ornde 
Jrd 
O".da 
4.h 
Orade 
"h Or.dc 
6.h 
Ornde 
Course or Study (199.) 
Numher : Addillon It. Subtncllon : Mulliplintion" Diyislon 
:·Cnun1inccollecljvcly.nd 
I·'·'""·~'" 
: 'Sitllnllnnt of multiplication 
:'UsinlJlhe proper1iesof 
I mullcpllelltnn 
I·MUIIoPllc"; •• r,,,,, 
: . Me"ni"!s or Addition &. :. UlIinS the propertIes of 
: SubtnCllOnwilh decimal: diyislon i . Add~f~ &. Subtraction : 'lYY1!~: cllcul.tion, of 
; ~~~b~~~~nte:}"l"O) ! 'DIYislon bt2-diClt 
j ! 
. D'yls,?n Ind multir1et :. Addilion k Subtractton 
. Efjllnllty .nd size Dr 'wilh dirrerenl 
frnetitln : denominator hellon. i (proper ..... c.;o." 
lsi . rosillvc numbers &. 5 Ornde nellntiYe nmnbe" four oDenlllonl wllh Doslllw and nee-five numbers 
W ]nd 
E Ornde 
R 
S. 8~de .~~::~~~: t"tl~)epl 
'Prunc """Ibe,., 
Urrr!R ~~~::~~~Sf.'~rn::- Urr:r Seconda')' (1999): elsie M.I.h~.malies. M.lh I. M.th II) 
SECOND. ':nc:'t~~tiobnc:r !~,:.~::,I) rC.lcul.llons with re.1 numbers 
·(".nntrloJlnumbers : 
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changes were made. For example, the teaching and learning 
of real numbers and complex numbers was set in an optional 
mathematics subject at upper secondary school level. 
Then in the new Course of Study (1998), the total number 
of school hours for mathematics is inevitably decreased by 
the implementation of the five..<fay schooling system. As a 
result, calculations are rather lightened; decimal numbers 
and fractions are introduced one year later than the before 
(1989); the using of algebraic expressions with alphabetic 
letters is shifted from elementary to lower secondary school 
mathematics. In contrast, the meanings of number and four 
operations, the making use of properties of four operations 
to construct and learn a1goritluns of complicate calculations 
(fable 4). 
3. Changes in "Algebraic Expression and Operations" 
The table 5 shows the summary of changes of the 
teaching and learning contents regarding to the algebraic 
expression and operations. In tllis table, not only tlle content 
of algebraic expressions but also the content of symbolic 
expressions at elementary level and the content of equation 
and inequalities at secondary levels are included. In addition, 
there were no explicit mentions about algebraic expressions 
in the tentative Course of Studies (1947 and 1948). So the 
contents in this area in the Course of Studies (1951, 1958, 
1968, 1977, 1989, and 1998) are summarized in the table 5. 
As you can see in the table, regarding to the algebraic 
expression and operations, the contents and sequences 
sho",n in the Course of Study (1958) has been the prototype 
of those shown in the following Course of Studies (1968, 
1977, and 1989). According to tlle emphasis of 
mathematical thinking, even at elementary school level, the 
following contents were gradually introduced; presenting 
the quantitative relations in symbolic expressions and 
interpreting these expressions in some real contexts; 
presenting and using mathematical formulas; using 
alphabetic letters and symbols such as x and D. At the 
lower secondary level, basing on the experiences in 
elementary schoo~ the rule of writing algebraic expressions, 
the multiplication and division with algebraic expressions, 
and the linear equations and quadratic equations were set as 
the teaching and learning contents. In the Course of Study 
(1 %0) for upper secondary mathematics, the fractional and 
irrational expressions, the higher-<Jrder equations, the 
quadratic inequalities were set as the teaching and learning 
contents. 
In the Course of Study (1968), at elementary school, 
using symbols such as 0 and /:,. to represent numbers 
and quantities was set in the third grade; and the using 
alphabetic letters such as a and x instead of words and 
symbols of 0 and /:,. was set in the fillh grade. At the 
lower secondary level, the addition and subtraction with 
linear expressions and the properties of equality and linear 
equations were set in the first grade; the properties of 
inequality and linear inequalities wen: set in the second 
grade; the multiplication and division Witll linear 
expressions and the quadratic equations were set in the tllird 
grade as main contents. The one prominent characteristic in 
this period is emphasizing the integrated view on equations 
and inequalities. 
In tlle Course of Study (1977), the more careful attention 
was paid to introducing of symbols and alphabetic letters 
gradually in order to make a connection ",itll algebraic 
expressions in elementary school as follows; using tlle 
symbol of 0 in tlle tllird grade; using the symbols of 0 
and /:,. was in the fourth grade; and using the alphabetic 
letters such as a and x in the fifth grade. On the otller hand, 
at lower secondary level, linear inequalities ",ith two 
unknowns was eliminated. 
In tlle Course of Study (1989), at elementary level, the 
activity of representing and interpreting S)TIlbolic 
expressions of four operations with whole numbers was put 
more emphasized. At lower secondary school, the 
simultaneous system of linear equation and inequality was 
eliminated. Moreover, at upper secondary level, the dealing 
with equations and inequalities was lightened. 
Then in the new Course of Study (1998), as tlle total 
number of school hours for mathematics is decreased, some 
remarl<able changes are made. At elementary school, using 
the sign of inequality is elinlinated; using the symbols of 0 
and /:,. is introduced one year later than the before (1989). 
On the other hand, the activity of representing and 
interpreting symbolic expressions is put more emphasized. 
The using of algebraic expressions with alphabetic letters is 
shifted from elementary to lower secondary school 
mathematics. Moreover, at lower secondary leve~ the 
properties of inequality and linear inequalities are 
eliminated; the quadratic equations are limited to tlle simple 
and the solution formula of quadratic equations is not dealt 
in lower secondary school. 111cse contents elinlinated in tlle 
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Table 5. Changes of the Teaching and Learning Contents in "Algebraic Expression and Operations" 
c. S. (195 J) C. S. (1958) C. S. (1968) C. S. (1977) C. S. (1989) C. S. (1998) 
1st 
• ~~~~nc~~;re:s~!~~s • Representing and • Representing and Gr~de interpreting situations of interpreting situations of 
by using signs of +. - addition and subtraction addition and subtraction 
with symbolic expressions with symbolic expressions 
2nd • Writing and reading · Representing and • Representing and • Representing and • Representing ~nd 
Grade the relations among interpreting quantitative interpreting the things and interpretin~ situations of inte'1'retin~ situations of 
concrete things by using reI allons (=, <) relallons (=,<) multlplicallon multiplication 
signs of +,-," • Representing and 
interpreting the things and 
relations (=,<) 
3rd · Using symbolic • Pulling the quantitative · PuHing the quantitative • PuHing the quantitative • Represe~ting and • Representing and 
Grade expressIOns rel~tions into formulas relations into formulas relations into formulas intc:rl'reting situations of intervreting situations of 
with words 'Making symbolic • Making symbolic diviSIOn diviSion 
p 'Making symbolic e~pressions by using signs expressions by using a • Putting the quantitative expressions by using a 0, l:J. and inquiring sign 0 Bnd inquiring relations into formulas 
R sign 0 as unknown numbers fit the signs numbers fit the sign 
• ~~k\~~T;~~~~i~hem I 
M I expressions by using a A sign 0 and inquiring 
R numbers fit the sign y 
4th • Pulling symbolic 'Order of Calculation • Meaninj:s and calculations • Meanin!:s and calculations • Meanin!:s and calculations 
· ~eUg~~'1rn~;:~i~l~i~n into Grade expressions into one 'Making symbolic expressions wilh ( ) expressIOns with ( ) expressions with ( ) 
• Writing expressions expressions with ( ) 
: rr~S:~:=~d~~:i~ne ideas of • Ideas offormula . Ideas of formula formula by using ( ) · Meaning of sign = . Making symbolic • Making symbolic • Meaninj:s and calculations 
• PuHing the quantitative formula and using them expressions by using signs expressions by using signs expressions with ( ) 
relations into formulas 0, l:J. and inquiring 0, l:J. nnd inquiring • Understanding the Ideas of 
and using them numbers fit the signs numbers fit the signs formula and u~ing them 
5th • Knowing the • Using expressions to solve • Understanding the · Understanding the · Understanding the • Summarizing the properties 
Grade meaning of sign = qU3ntitative problems applicability of fomlUlas aflplicability of formulas aflplicability of formulas regarding to four operations 
• Making expressions by widely widely widely .trnd:;~~;~V~; ~~ l:J. using a symbol ;t as • Using alphabetic letters a, • Using alphabetic leHers a, • Using alphabetic leiters 0, 
unknown ~nd finding out t x 10 represent quantity and x to represent quantity and x to represent quantity and applicability of formulas 
he value ofx finding out the values finding out the values finding out the values widely 
• Using fommlas 
6th 
• ~n~~ti;n~o:ts in case • ~ff~~ti;n~:d'as in case Grade 
interpreting the relations interpreting the relations 
expressed more generally expressed more generally 
'Interpreting expressions 
in the form by noticing 
addition and mUltiplication 
structures 
1st 
• ~s~~e~!\~~o~sa~~~~t1es (C. S. (1969)) • Rules f?r writing algebraic • Using alphabetic leiters · Using alphabetic leiters Grade 
• ~:::::si~~~\;I~:~:ic • ~xJJi:~~~~ Subtraction • ~:I~:s~r~n,;,iting algebraic • Rules for wriling algebraic by using alphAbetic leHers 
• AJJi:~~~o~ Subtraction 
· ~~~~~~~~c leHers as alphabetic letters with linear expressions • A~dition & Subtraction L 
• ~xlll~s~r~n~riting algebraic · Meanin};s of equation with linear expressions with linear expressions 0 • Substituting value for x • Properties of equality and · Meanin};s of equation • Meanin};s of equation' 
W • Rules f?r writing algebraic • ASdition & Subtraction linear equations witli one • Properties of equality and • Properties of equality and 
E expr~sslons with linear expression! unknown Iine3r equations with one linear equations witli one 
R • Finding out a value of x • Meanings of equation and unknown unknown 
by Inverse operation inequality 
S 
• Properties of equality and 
linear equation, 
E 
C 2nd • Representing the 
• ~~:~~~~ °J;!&:i~etic • Calculations with 'Calculatlons with • Calculations with · Calculations with 0 Grade quantities and relation 
• p~~~b:~l~se~f~~~~~fi algebraic expressions algebraic expressions algebraic expressions N \:iy usin~ leffers and expressions 
: ¥~~~f~~i~;id~;f:ssion {fdd & Sub: polynomials) {fdd & Sub: polynomials) D expressions (=,<) 'Calculations with • Linear Inequalities wi~ Mul & Div: monomials) Mul & Div: monomials) 
A • Rules for wnting algebraic expressions one unknown and equalities • sing algebraic expression · sing algebraic eXfression 
R algebraic expressions ~Add & Sub: polynomIals) with two unknowns • Properties of Inequality & 'Transforming simple 'Transforming simp e y 
· Using letter x Mul & Div: monomials) • Linear equations with two linear inequalities with equalities egualities 
· Properties of equality 
: Li~~=~~~u~~:~:~~1 unknowns one unknown • Properties of inequality & • Smlultaneolls system of • Simple equations · Simultaneous system of • Linenr equations with two linear inequalities witli linear equations with two 
simultaneous equations linear equation and unknowns one unknown unknowns 
inequality • Simultaneous system of • Simultaneous system of 
linear equation and linear equations with two 
inequality unknowns 
3rd • Linear equations 'Calculation with algebraic • Multipl!cation with linear 'Multipl!catlon with linear . Multiplication wIth linear 'Multiplication with linear 
Grade • Sinmlt3neous system ~:~~~~~\~;s b~xfo:~fanl expressions expressions expressIOns expressions of line3r equations • E.~panding and factorizing • Expanding and factorizing • Expanding and factorizing • E~panding and factorizing 
'Transforming simple 
• ~;~~~i~Fph~b;~r:i~::~~ algebraic expressions by algebraic expressions by algebraic expressions by algebraic expressions by equ3Jities fomlulas formulas formulas formulas 
• Calculations with • Quadratic equations • Quadratic equations • ~uadratic eljllations • ~uadratic e'luations . 
• S~;¥!~t~i;i~t equations nlgebmic expressions • Slmullaneous system · Linear inequalities with ~ y factorizing, solution ~ y factorizing, solution . ~ except solution formula) • Expanding and of linear equations two unknowns ormu la etc.) ormul. etc.) 
~~~~:~:I~~s algebr3ic 
(An3Iysisl) IC, S. (1960» IC, S. (1970J) IC, S. (1978» (C. S. (1999)/ 
• ~~~~r~f~~ir~~~i:~!h Mathematics IJ M3thematics I) Mathematics I] (Mathematics I) (Mathematics ] 
· Fn~~~r~r~~~~~~i~~!h3nd · Fn~~~r~r~~~~~~!i~~!hand • Integral expressions and • Quadratic equations & 'Linear iMQualities UPPER and fractional rational expressions Quadratic Inequalities · Quadratic equations & 
SECON. expressions fractional expressions rational expressions • Quadratic equations (only real roots) Quadratic inequalities 
• Simultaneous syslem . Irrational expressions · Quadratic equations · Simple higher·order (only real roots) 
of linenr equations • QU3dratic equations • Eqllations & factor eguations (Mathematics A] 
rM3thematics II) 'Qlmdmtic equations ~iscrilOinant) thwrem · SImultaneous system · Integral e~pre!!!(ln5 (relations between • ractional equation & • Simple absolule 
• ~1:~~:N~i~equalities • Equalities and ~ Division with Integral roots nnd irrational equation inequalities inequalities expressions & fractional 
coefficients; • Higher·order equations • Quadratic inequalities • Algebraic expressions and expressIons 
• ~~~;~I~I~;I~tl equality • S imu Itaneous system proof (JI.-fathematics B] · 8~~lr~~fc ne~~~ti~~~ of quadratic equations 
• 8~~:fr~;ic ne~~~ti~~~ nnd illeqllality with two unknowns 
• Frnctional eqnation & • Linear inequalities & 
irrational equ3tion quadratic inequalities 
• Properties of 
proport!onal 
expressions 
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lower secondary are shifted to and set in the mathematic 
subject at upper secondary school level. 
4. Conclusion 
The purpose of this paper was to sununarize the changes 
of teaching and learning contents in the areas of "Number 
and Calculations" and "Number and Algebraic Expressions" 
in the Course of Studies for elementary and secondary 
. school mathematics after 1945 in Japan To do so, the tables 
of 1 to 5 were shown. 
As a result of overview and some considerations, the 
followings are fOlIDd out as three main characteristics. (a) 
There is a remarkable difference between the period of 
"Life-Unite Learning" (1945 - 1957) and the period of 
"Systematic Learning" (1958 - 1967) regarding to the 
teaching and learning contents and their sequences in these 
areas shown in the Course of Studies. (b) The contents and 
sequences shown in the Course of Study (1958) haS been the 
prototype of those shown in the following Course of Studies 
(1 %8, 1977, and 1989). In the new one (1998), however, we 
notice that calculations are rather lightened; decimal 
numbers and fractions are introduced one year later than the 
before (1989); the using of algebraic expressions with 
alphabetic letters is shifted from elementary to lower 
secondary school mathematics. (c) The dealing with 
equations and inequalities in secondary schools is gradually 
lightened in recent years. 
Generally speaking, education is the dynamic system with 
purposes and designs to meet and supply the needs of 
society and students through long generations, not excepting 
mathematics education In this sense, it is important for us as 
mathematics researchers/educators to rethink the teaching 
and learning contents and their sequences in the areas of 
"Number and Calculations" and "Number and Algebraic 
Expressions" in one whole vision including their aims, 
teaching methods, and the ways of evaluation in light of 
historical lessons. 
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